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Pandas
Pandas is a python external engineering library.

It puts the data in a tabular data frame so that it can be used easily, in simple 
terms, like Excel in Python.

import pandas as pd



Why not Excel?
It is also possible with Excel, but it is very slow when processing large volumes.

And when you have to do the same thing over and over again, coding in Pandas is 
much more productive.

For machine learning, data preprocessing is used for 70% of the entire process, and 
the rest is used for machine learning. When receiving data into Excel, refining and 
splitting it, it may take less manpower or time to do it by a machine than by a human.

**Machine Learning is the study of computer algorithms that improve automatically through experience. It is seen 
as a subset of artificial intelligence. Machine learning algorithms build a model based on sample data, known as 
"training data", in order to make predictions or decisions without being explicitly programmed to do so.



Reading a file and dataframe
Prepare a CSV file like the example below. There are 7 cars and the file name is 
cars.csv.



Reading a file and dataframe
Read the file using read_csv function that returns a dataframe.



dataframe

A Pandas’ dataframe consists of Series. Each column is a Series object 
which is actually a list.



dataframe

A Pandas’ dataframe consists of Series. Each column is a Series object 
which is actually a list.





How about .txt file?
If the txt file has the data format as a csv 
(comma separated value), you can use 
read_csv function for the txt file as well.



How about non-csv text file?
If your data a is not a csv file and the delimiter 
is not a comma, you can specify what delimiter 
you want to use. For example,



Header name
What if the data you have does not have a header (column names)?

cars_no_head.csv



Adding a header
Method 1



Adding a header
Method 2



Creating a dataframe
Using a Python list



Creating a dataframe
Using a Python dictionary



Creating a CSV file



Lab 30-1
Make a python program that creates a CSV file using Pandas (to_csv() 
function). The data should have at least three columns (e.g., name, age, job) 
and five rows 

After creating the CSV file, then read the CSV file using the function read_csv() 
and display the Dataframe on the console.

Submit a python file, csv file, and screenshot of the output.



slicing



Select top five rows
Dataframe.head(n) displays top n rows (default is 5).



Select rows by index
Dataframe[i:j] selects rows which index is i through j-1



Select by a condition of column values
For example, dataframe[dataframe.year > 2019] displays rows which 
year is greater than 2019.



Select columns by name

print(df[['brand', 'model']])



Drop rows and columns



Drop rows and columns



Lab 30-2

Make a CSV file that has five persons’ profile (name, age, job).

Read the CSV file and create a dataframe for the data.

Remove the rows which age is less than 20 from the dataframe, then save the 
dataframe as a CSV file.

Submit a python file and csv file


